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Abstract: The various social media platforms are used for easy access of information from the distinctive 

field that might constitute an offensive discussion. Therefore, existing studies are examined to reduce 

offensive harassment cases online. The spread of hate speech is growing with the ubiquity and anonymity 

through the means of social media for many years. Thus, the increase in demand showed an automated 

model for the detection of hate speech. This research work utilizes Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory 

(Bi-LSTM) models for hate speech detection which helps the network to learn complex patterns in the data. 

The proposed Bi-LSTM learned the c complex patterns present in the network data and the activation 

function made an end decision that should be fired out into the next neuron. The classification results 

showed that the proposed Bi-LSTM classified the reviews as abusive or non-abusive speech.  

 

Index Terms – Bi-LTSM, DFD, CNN, SVM, BERT, GRU, RF. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Social media has experienced incredible growth over the last decade, both in its scale and importance as a 

form of communication. The nature of social media means that anyone can post anything they desire, 

putting forward any position, whether it is enlightening, repugnant or anywhere between. Depending on the 

forum, such posts can be visible to many millions of people. Different forums have different definitions of 

inappropriate content and different processes for identifying it, but the scale of the medium means that 

automated methods are an important part of this task. Hate-speech is an important aspect of this 

inappropriate content. Hate speech is a subjective and complex term with no single definition, however. 

Irrespective of the definition of the term or the problem, it is clear that automated methods for detecting 

hate-speech are necessary in some circumstances. In such cases it is critical that the methods employed are 

accurate, effective, and efficient. 

The use of Offensive language on social media is a serious matter that needs to be taken care of by 

government entities, social media platforms, or online communities. The main strategy that needs to be 

used for tackling the problem is by training the systems that are capable of recognizing the message (Zhang 

et al. 2020). If in case the speech consists of offensive language, then it should be removed for human 
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moderation (Ranasinghe and Zampieri 2021). The social media services such as messenger, email set up a 

communication platform among the people which might give them a negative reputation and result in more 

permanent and serious consequences lead to suicide or self-harm (Mandl et al. 2020). Therefore, hate speech 

defines the statement which will discriminate the group of people or individuals based on characteristics 

such as ethnicity, gender, colour, skin, political activity, nationality, etc. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Kapil et al. (2020) developed a profound neural organization based perform various tasks learning the way 

to deal with disdain discourse discovery. The developed model per formed Multiple Tasks Learning (MTL) 

that was presented using valuable data using various connected groups in the social media platform of a 

single assignment. The presented model ‘perform multiple tasks’ depends upon a common private plan 

which appoints shared and private layers for catching the common highlights as well as undertaking explicit 

highlights from 5 order assignments.  

Rawat et al. (2019) created a web scratching system for programmed discovery of online offensive language 

and investigation of risky clients in Wikipedia. The web scratching strategy to extricated client-level 

information and performed broad exploratory information investigation to comprehend the qualities of 

clients who have been hindered for oppressive conduct before. The developed model utilized the 

information to identify using NLP procedures such as n-grams, theme displaying, slant investigation that 

includes a contribution to a model based on the AI calculations. However, the model failed to utilize 

sentimental scores produced by the offensive language recognition model. 

Mossie and Wang (2020) developed a model that would recognize the proof through web-based media. The 

developed model was able to disdain the location to recognize the content opposite to that of the minority 

classes through the online media. Besides, profound learning calculations for order like Gated Recurrent 

Unit (GRU), an assortment of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), are utilized for disdain discourse 

location. At long last, disdain words are bunched with techniques, for example, Word2Vec to anticipate the 

potential objective ethnic gathering for scorn. Further work should be possible on multi-lingual, multi-

social, and diverse interpersonal organization stages to get a more extensive perspective on disdain 

discourse location and weak local area recognizable proof including assurance and engaging arrangements. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A system architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior and more views  of 

a system. An architecture description is a formal description and representation of a system, organized in a 

way that supports reasoning about the structures and behaviors of the system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: System Architecture 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Data Flow Diagram 

 

The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a simple graphical formalism that can be used to represent a 

system in terms of input data to the system, various processing carried out on this data, and the output data is 

generated by this system. 

The data flow diagram (DFD) is one of the most important modeling tools. It is used to model the system 

components. These components are the system process, the data used by the process, an external entity that 

interacts with the system and the information flows in the system. 

DFD shows how the information moves through the system and how it is modified by a series of 

transformations. It is a graphical technique that depicts information flow and the transformations that are 

applied as data moves from input to output. 

DFD is also known as bubble chart. A DFD may be used to represent a system at any level of abstraction. 

DFD may be partitioned into levels that represent increasing information flow and functional detail. 

 

To serve this purpose, Naïve Bayes classifier is used in this research to detect abusive comments expressed 

in Bangla. The methodology to break down information from data needs the major steps, which are: 1) data 

acquisition and preprocess, 2) feature extraction, and 3) model selection. The significant difficulties of 

utilizing text mining approach to distinguish hostile contents depend on the feature selection stage. 

 Data loading: using this module we are going to import the dataset. 

 Data Preprocessing: using this module we will explore the data. 

 Splitting data into train & test: using this module data will be divided into train & test. 
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 Model generation: Model building - LSTM - LSTM with attention - CNN + GRU - BiLSTM - CNN - 

LSTM + GRU - GRU - CNN + BiLSTM - CNN + LSTM - BiLSTM attention - BERT - Naive Bayes 

- Random Forest - LinearSVC - RF + SVM + NB - LSTM + BiGRU - Stacking Classifier (RF + MLP 

with LightGBM). Algorithms accuracy calculated 

 User signup & login: Using this module will get registration and login 

 User input: Using this module will give input for prediction 

 Prediction: final predicted displayed 

 

IV.RESULTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Accuracy Graphs 
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Fig: Precision Graph 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

The present research work discusses hate speech detection that focused mainly on the identification of 

cyberbullying. Firstly, the data augmentation method is performed on the Bi-LSTM model for the process 

of classification. The dataset from twitter speech is utilized for the research that consists of tweets and was 

undergone for the pre-processing. The features are fed for the CNN model and later fed for the LSTM 

model to find out the effectiveness of the results. The features obtained were fed to the CNN model to 

classify hate speech content. The features obtained were fed to the CNN model to classify hate speech 

content. The results stated that the findings showed a robust improvement in the performances. 
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